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SAVOR 
every 
MOMeNT
Look inside to find ways to make every 
day easier, more productive and as  
sweet as can be.

Spring/Summer 2012
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4  | FOOd & 
eNTerTaiNMeNT

There’s nothing you can’t dish 
out with the proper tools.

28  | healTh & beauTy
Put your best face forward with products 

that take the struggle out of daily grooming.

18  | FlOOr care
No matter the task, these 
products make your life 

cleaner and easier.

16  | cOMFOrT cONTrOl
Keep your home environment at 

your preferred comfort level more 
efficiently and safely than ever.

There are many things we all do pretty much every day, and it’s 
important to enjoy them as much as possible. Our wide variety  
of brands, features and colors of appliances, big and small, can  
make your daily life easier and a bunch more fun. 

We’re the pros when it comes to appliances and electronics of all 
sorts. We know this stuff. And our Customer Specialists are always 
happy to assist you. They make it easier and more enjoyable to  
find the things that make life easier and more enjoyable.

YOuR  
ROutine  
dOesN’T  
have TO be  
OrdiNary

Markdowns taken from regular prices. Not valid with any other coupons or offers. Includes small kitchen appliances, countertop microwaves, health and beauty care, floor care and 
seasonal appliances. Excludes Outlet Center and Marketplace items; special order, clearance, demo and open-box items; gift cards; taxes. Selection varies by store. Limit 1 offer per coupon, per 
household. Valid on in-store and in-stock items only. Valid only at Best Buy stores in the U.S.A.; excludes stores in Puerto Rico. Not valid at Best Buy Express Kiosks. Online and in-store offer may vary. 
Not valid on any BestBuy.com order, including store pickup. Best Buy employees are not eligible for this promotion. No dealers. No copies. No cash back. No cash value. Coupon must be 
presented at time of purchase. Coupon valid 5/6/12–6/6/12. AJ1

 Cashier Instructions: Scan coupon UPC. Scan all product(s) being sold. Press “Total.” Write “VOID” on coupon and place in register 
coupon media file.

BEST BUY, the BEST BUY logo, the tag design and BESTBUY.COM are trademarks of BBY Solutions, Inc. All other trademarks or trade names 
are property of their respective owners. © 2012 BBY Solutions. All Rights Reserved. 11451

ALL ReguLAR-PRiCed 
SmALL HOme APPLiANCeS

32  | sOuNd & sceNe
discover ways to enhance the memories 

and melodies that really sing to you.

Valid 5/6/12–6/6/12 only in Best Buy® stores

10%  
OFF
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Keurig Platinum brewing system
3156548  $179.99

Keurig elite brewer
1241514  $119.99

Keurig Mini brewer
9893199  $99.99

For a full assortment of Keurig brewing systems, visit BestBuy.com.

Philips sports  
earhook headphones
3021705  $39.99

try a wide variety of  
K-cuP  

FlavOrs
BestBuy.com®

GOOD  
MOrNiNG
All rising and no shining? delicious, no-hassle  
coffee turns any frownie upside-downie. 

Keurig® special edition brewing system
every moment counts while waiting for the first cup, 
which is why this Keurig can brew beverages in less 
than a minute.

•   LCD controls allow for easy operation  
of customizable settings

•   Fill the water tank less often, thanks  
to a 48-oz. reservoir

•   K-Cup mini brewers contain the precise amount  
and grind of coffee or tea that you require

•  Drip tray is dishwasher safe

8464397  $149.99
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the SOup Du jOuR 
is uP TO yOu
Homemade soups are always a great option for a family meal.  
especially after a long day of chasing sunshine.

blend and cook soup Maker
Blend and heat your homemade soup with the precise 
control of 4 speed settings and 3 heat settings. 

2815099  $199.99

countertop  
Grill and Griddle 

7335458  $99.99

single-serve 
coffeemaker 

9808324  $199.99

brew central™ 12-cup  
Programmable coffeemaker 

4765748  $89.99

smartPower™  
4-speed blender 

9902425  $79.99

7-cup Food Processor
3020032  $129.99

cold cucumber soup  Serves 4

Cold cucumber soup for summer ease and comfort.  
Surprisingly filling and healthful.

•  1 large cucumber, skin on, washed 

•  8–12 ice cubes 

•  1/4 c. lime juice 

•  2 cloves garlic, peeled 

•  2 tbsp. chili paste 

•  watercress stems, washed and torn 

•  2 c. greek yogurt 

•  1 avocado, peeled and pitted 

•  feta cheese crumbles to taste 

•  sweet and sour sauce to taste

Combine cucumber, lime juice, 
ice cubes, chili paste, garlic and 
watercress in the soup blender 
and purée until it has the 
consistency of a smoothie. 

Add greek yogurt and avocado.  
Blend until creamy. 

Serve in chilled bowls, garnish 
with feta cheese and lightly 
swirled sweet and sour sauce. 
Serve with crusty bread.



Genesis home soda Maker
Reusable bottles let you and the fam savor the fizzy 
flavor while saving money and cutting down on waste. 

2794059  $99.99

All SodaStream products, including the full assortment 
of flavors, are available for purchase in store only.

See the full assortment of colors  
available at BestBuy.com/KitchenAidStandmixers

Tilt-head stand Mixer
even with all its advanced features, the best 
part is still licking the bowl. Tackle a wide 
variety of mixing jobs with the included flat 
beater, wire whip and dough hook. Available 
in a variety of colors. 

3793588-Raspberry ice  $349.99

98

get your mixer 
fully equipped with 
these KitchenAid® 
mixer attachments.

ice cream Maker
8300938  $79.99

Food Grinder
3888207  $49.99

rotary slicer/
shredder
8300992  $49.99

YOu’Re  
mAkinG 
MOre  
 ThaN caKe
essentials for birthdays, play days and every day.
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the DAY  
is yOurs
Weekend mornings are the perfect time for 
a nice family breakfast. Or, sleep in and call 
it brunch. Or, begin prep for a terrific dinner. 
do whatever you want—it’s the weekend.

12-cup coffeemaker
3278145  $79.99

2-slice Wide-slot Toaster
3278215  $59.99

convection Toaster Oven
3278181  $149.99

7-Quart slow cooker
3278206  $79.99

Juice Fountain Plus
make delicious juice, smoothies or  
strained veggies without having to 
pre-cut, slice or peel. 

8627319 (shown)  $149.99

Also available:  
Juice Fountain compact
8627337  $99.99

cantaloupe, Mint and Mango Pulp-cicles

Softer fruits, such as melons and mangoes, give you the best of both 
worlds—delicious juice and delicious pulp—and more flavor with less waste.

•   1 cantaloupe, peeled, seeded and quartered

•  8–10 sprigs of fresh mint

•    2 mangoes, halved, seeded and peeled

To make juice and pulp, process all ingredients through the juicer. Reserve 
pulp and 2 ounces of juice. Stir and serve remaining juice.

 Put pulp and reserved juice back into the juicer and blend until smooth.

Spoon into the molds. use a wooden BBQ skewer to get air bubbles out.

 Freeze overnight.

To remove pulp-cicles from the mold, put the mold in a glass of hot water 
for a few seconds—the pulp-cicles will slide right out.
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a
b

c

d

e F

a
West bend® stir crazy® 

Popcorn Popper
3155655  $39.99

d
crock-Pot®  

cook & carry 
3153975  $39.99

b
cuisinart® Waffle Maker

4768362  $39.99

e
euro-Pro® convection  

Toaster Oven
8993814  $49.99

c
Oster® 4-cup  

Food Processor
3255566  $39.99

F
Oster 16-speed blender

8439816  $49.99
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Krups® beerTender
1878057  $149.99

juSt the GiRlS 
JusT FOr FuN cuisinart® Private reserve® 

Wine cooler
4922161  $159.99

Waring Pro™ rechargeable  
electric Wine bottle Opener
8950879  $39.99

Margaritaville® bahamas 36-Oz. 
Frozen concoction Maker
9462556  $199.99

Whether you’re having girls’ night in or hosting 
a family get-together, you’ll have everything you 
need to accommodate all your favorite people.
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hOt 
DAYS 
cOOl 
NiGhTs

dyson air Multiplier 
ceramic hot + cool
it’s the best of both worlds. 
This intelligent, highly 
advanced unit works as a 
bladeless cooling fan as 
well as a heater, making it 
everything you need 
for any season and  
any climate.

2809717  $399.99

These super-cool, bladeless fans from 
dyson® accelerate air, creating smooth, 
powerful cooling that can cover entire 
rooms. And since nights can get chilly 
even in the summer, stay warm with 
the dyson Hot + Cool to create a cozy 
environment all year round.

dyson air Multiplier 
Pedestal Fan
generates smooth, 
uninterrupted air flow  
for cool results. 

1225077  $449.99

dyson air Multiplier 
Tower Fan
Tower fans have a low center 
of gravity for greater stability. 
Perfect for common areas in 
any home.

2086285  $449.99

dyson air Multiplier  
10" Table Fan
Perfect for bedrooms and 
countertops, and safe for  
kids’ areas. 

9711392  $299.99

easy to clean and safe to the touch, dyson bladeless fans work 
their magic thanks to their innovative Air multiplier™ technology 
which draws in and amplifies surrounding air. This creates a 
constant stream of smooth air without the need for blades. Airflow 
is precisely adjustable with a magnetized remote control that 
stores neatly on the machine; touch-tilt and oscillation give you 
complete directional control.

Air Multiplier technology 
produces an uninterrupted  
stream of smooth air.

Power remote control stores 
neatly on top of the machine.
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let’S keep 
iT cleaN
Since everyone’s always walking all over  
them, your floors deserve some love. Whether 
it’s time for an epic round of floor-to-ceiling 
deep cleaning, a quick once-over or reacting to 
an “oops,” today’s floor care products get things 
nice and clean, nice and easy. 

a.  irobot® roomba  
robotic 770 vacuum
Features DirtDirect® 
technology and dual HePA 
air filters.

4872972  $499.99

b.  electrolux® ultraactive 
vacuum
See page 22 for details. 

c.  dyson® dc41 
animal vacuum 
See page 21 for details.

d.  eureka® airspeed 
vacuum
  See page 23 for details.

shutterfly® 
canvas Wall art
See page 35  
for details.

shark® Pet Perfect  
cordless hand vacuum
See page 26 for details.   

a

b

c

e

F

e.   dyson dc35 digital slim 
Multi-Floor vacuum
Powerful cordless vac with Root 
Cyclone™ technology and 
detachable long-reach wand.
1487835  $329.99 

Visit BestBuy.com/dysondC35 
for more details.

F.  shark lift away Pro 
steam Pocket® Mop

 See page 26 for details.

d
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dyson dc39 animal  
canister vacuum
Remove pet hair and microscopic dust 
from your carpet and hard floors with the 
amazing control made possible  
with Ball™ technology. 

4809901  $499.99

dyson dc41 animal vacuum 
With the strongest suction at the cleaner 
head of any vac and a mini turbine head 
that easily collects pesky pet hair, you can 
have animal roommates and still enjoy an 
impeccable home.

2961197  $599.99

dyson dc39 Multi-Floor vacuum
equipped with Ball™ technology for great control, with 
a triggerhead tool that adjusts at the handle so you can 
clean various floor types without having to bend down. 

4809929  $449.99

Radial Root Cyclone™ technology 
maximizes suction power.

Dyson’s Ball™ technology creates 
control that turns on a dime.

Capture more dirt and 
microscopic dust than any other.

the DYSOn 
diFFereNce
The dyson® name is synonymous with design and innovation. using 
patented no-loss-of-suction technology, dyson vacuums pick up more 
dirt and debris without relying on bags. Their vacs are designed to tackle 
the cleaning challenges presented by multiple floor types as well as your 
four-legged friends. dyson makes home cleaning a stylish snap. 

dyson dc40  
Multi-Floor vacuum 
Low on bulk, but high 
on power, this highly 
maneuverable multi-floor  
vac covers expansive areas.

4809892  $499.99
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AnSWeRS FOR  
AnY meSS AnD  
aNy surFace
Arm yourself with the sophisticated, multi-purpose tools that can keep 
your home just the way you like it. Whether it’s deep cleaning or spot 
cleaning, there’s nowhere you can’t reach and no place for dust, dirt 
and allergens to hide. 

 electrolux ultraactive 
vacuum
Removes more than 99.9%  
of dust, dirt and allergens for  
a healthier environment. 

1768543  $299.99

electrolux Nimble vacuum
With its 3-in-1 VersaTool and dusting brush, 
this vac multi-tasks just like you. 

1769436  $299.99

electrolux® ergorapido sheer clean 2-in-1 
cordless hand and stick vac
•  Cleans floors, area rugs, countertops and upholstery

•  LED headlight illuminates your cleaning

• No-tangle brush roll

• Pet hair ends up in the dust cup

• Agile and versatile

• Weighs in at just 5.3 lbs.

4844712  $159.99

eureka compact 
airexcel® vacuum
With 38' of extended 
reach, this powerful 
vac really gets around. 

4844533 $99.99

eureka® airspeed®  
suctionseal vacuum
Concentrates airflow for 
deep-cleaning suction on 
all floors and for any home. 

4844685  $169.99

eureka airspeed 
vacuum
This top-performing vac 
lets you tackle cleaning in 
a wide variety of places. 

1769409  $129.99

The ErgoBrushClean 
sheers hair from the 
brushroll and deposits  
it into the dust cup. 

22
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Deep 
cleaN
Time for a weekend cleaning spree?  
Let’s do this. Surround yourself with that 
deep-clean feeling with products that get 
the job done on surfaces of all sorts.

bissell® little Green Proheat Portable carpet cleaner
This mini Hercules is equipped with a built-in heater and  
3" tough stain brush. What stain? 

1347387  $99.99

hoover Presto 2-in-1 
cordless hand and 
stick vac
Functions as a hand  
or stick vac with 14.4V  
of power.

2805126  $99.99

hoover WindTunnel® 
air vacuum
This highly maneuverable 
vac helps you get revenge 
on dirt, dust and pollen with 
WindTunnel technology and 
a HePA filter.

1965059  $169.99

hoover® Max extract 60 
carpet cleaner
This clean machine gets  
the job done with heat,  
60 brushes and pressurized 
edge-to-edge cleaning.

1215486  $229.99

bissell® Proheat 2X carpet cleaner
go deep with the power of heated water and  
10 rows of dirtLifter® PowerBrushes. 

1965086  $199.99

Customer Rated: 

1Reflects average customer rating as of 3/16/12. See BestBuy.com® for more information. 

4.4 of 51
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in YOuR hOme 
OuT OF This 
WOrld
These robotic vacuums are modern-day miracles  
that clean your floors while you relax or run errands.  
They navigate around rooms, under furniture, against  
walls and into corners while avoiding stairs and cords.

Mint® automatic  
Floor cleaner
Quietly sweeps and  
mops with dry or wet  
cloths for versatile cleaning.  
uses NorthStar® navigation  
to reach every room of  
your house. 

3104237  $199.99

irobot scooba 230 
Floor Washing robot
This robot friend neutralizes 
bacteria as it cleans tight, 
hard-to-reach places in 
bathrooms and kitchens.

4872981  $279.99

irobot® roomba 
robotic vacuum
Focuses on dirtier areas 
and automatically returns 
to charging base when 
cleaning is finished or its 
charge is low.

8670814  $349.99

hiGhlY 
eVOlVeD 
dirT 
PredaTOrs
enjoy the agility and power of these lightweight,  
easy-to-use, multi-purpose clean machines  
from Shark.®

shark Pet Perfect  
cordless hand vacuum 
Perfect for pet lovers,  
this handy helper 
thoroughly cleans 
upholstery and carpet. 

9261167 $39.99

shark lift-away Pro steam  
Pocket® Mop
This detachable 2-in-1 dusts, mops, 
steams and scrubs any floor—and even 
steams your favorite clothes.

4941174  $149.99

shark Navigator™ lift-away® vacuum
With Anti-Allergen Complete Seal technology, 
this Shark preys on dust and allergens so they 
don’t prey on you. 

2292611  $179.99
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Feel the 
sParKle
Achieve an immaculately clean, healthy 
mouth and a bright smile that’s sure to 
impress the dentist—and everyone else.

Philips sonicare rechargeable  
Powered Toothbrush
Cleans teeth and massages gums  
for enhanced oral care. 

8412292  $69.99

Philips sonicare airFloss
No pain, all gain. gently flosses  
your entire mouth in 60 seconds. 

2690249  $89.99

Philips sonicare™ diamondclean 
rechargeable Toothbrush
Provides 5 modes of Sonic technology for 
efficient, customized cleaning. 

2690328  $219.99

Philips sonicare Flexcare 
rechargeable sonic  
Powered Toothbrush
Cleans hard-to-reach areas with  
contour-fit bristles that easily  
adjust to angled tooth surfaces. 

8764241  $169.99
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conair infiniti Pro  
hair dryer

9945869  $39.99

conair infiniti Pro  
spin air brush
2352119  $59.99

conair® infiniti 1" instant heat  
ceramic hair straightener 

8410016  $39.99

bed head® Mini  
hair dryer

4923364  $19.99

bed head Mini  
1" curling iron
4923382  $19.99

mAke eVeRY DAY 
a GOOd hair day
Whatever your style and primping habits, we’ve got what you need  
to look the way you want to look.

conair infiniti you Wave ultra
2596129  $34.99

chi™ air expert ceramic 1" Flat iron
Show temperamental hair who’s boss.
1817773  $99.99
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1 Formatted capacity may vary.
2 iPhone and iPod sold separately.

Philips Fidelio docking speaker  
for apple® iPhone® and iPod®2

enjoy strong, clear audio while playing your 
favorite tunes and charging your device at the 
same time.

2141072  $134.99

Griffin Technology Protector case  
for iPod touch2

Your best defense in a world filled with sand, 
water, gravity and sharp stuff. 

3460026-Blue 
3459685-Pink

$19.99 each

Visit BestBuy.com® for more colors. 

Griffin armband2

Take your tunes where life takes 
you—on a run, walk or to the beach.

8967166-iPod touch  
1222744-iPod nano 
$19.99 each

Klipsch s4a image headphone  
for android™

The first ever Klipsch headphones designed 
specifically for Android. 

4882248 $99.99

apple® 8Gb1 iPod touch®

3109302-White 9225377-Black

$199.99 each

apple® 8Gb1 iPod nano
1161816-Silver 1161898-green 
1161725-graphite 1161843-Pink 
1161798-Blue

$129.99 each

SOunD 
decisiONs
Whether you’re on–the-go or on-the-stay,  
everything is better with your own soundtrack. 

beats® by dr. dre™  
Powerbeats earbud headphones
These earbud headphones feature an  
over-ear hook design for a secure fit during 
physical activity. The dual driver technology 
accurately reproduces brilliant audio.

1232483  $149.99

32
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Nikon® d5100™ 16.2MP dslr camera 
with 18–55mm vr lens
unleash your inner creativity with terrific images 
of the great outdoors.

• 3" vari-angle and live view screen

• 11-point autofocus

• 4 frames-per-second continuous shooting

Visit BestBuy.com® to explore the many 
incredible features of this Nikon DSLR.

1989073 Reg. Price  $849.99

SOme mOmentS  
shOuld live 
FOrever

35

shutterfly® Photo books
Capture everyday moments and milestones in a 
photo book. Choose a style, then add your pictures 
and captions and you’ll have a keepsake.
BestBuy.com/Shutterfly.

shutterfly® canvas Wall art
give your favorite pictures the gallery 
treatment in a canvas-wrapped print. 
Choose from multiple sizes, layouts and 
backgrounds—then enjoy your masterpiece. 
Also shown on page 19.

10% OFF a 16x20 caNvas PriNT1 
Visit BestBuy.com/Shutterfly and enter code 
BBCANVAS10 to receive your discount.  
Offer expires 10/1/2012.

shutterfly® 
Photo Gifts
Put your favorite 
places and faces on 
items of all sorts.  
BestBuy.com/
Shutterfly.

1 Offer valid for one-time redemption per household. Taxes, shipping and handling will apply. Offer ends October 1, 2012.

10%  
OFF1



Scan this code to see our wide selection of  
products available in stores and online. 
BestBuy.com/hometrendguide

10%  
OFF

CoupoN INsIde 

yOu’ll be surPrised
There are good things in 
store for you at Best Buy®. 
including a savings of 10%. 

Turn lemons into  
lemonade with the 
Breville® juicer. 

See page 10.

BEST BUY, the BEST BUY logo, the tag design, 
BESTBUY.COM, GEEK SQUAD, REWARD ZONE,  
BEST BUY FOR BUSINESS, BEST BUY MOBILE and 
the BEST BUY MOBILE logo are trademarks of 
BBY Solutions, Inc. MAGNOLIA HOME THEATER is a 
trademark of Magnolia Hi-Fi, Inc. All other trademarks  
or trade names are properties of their respective  
owners. © 2012 BBY Solutions, Inc. All Rights 
Reserved. BBY11451

Prices good 5/6/12–8/2/12. 
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